
Quick notes

Me Now, how do I introduce this? The 60's film, The Fantastic 
Voyage

We The point is... REVELATION TAKES US INTO THE 
MIND OF GOD- WHERE I FIND ALL THAT I NEED

God Text Trans: the great consummation of all things- we've come from 
creation to consummation. This is not a book, whose primary 
mission is a calendar for you, but a primer on the character of 
God- not a focus on your plans, but a ratified constitution of 
the eternal plan of God.

1 God 
2-3

WE SEE HELP FOR THE CHURCH: What does God think 
about our church ?

2 What about its attitudes... Pride...its teachability... Has it lost an interest in 
the love of Christ?

3 7 WE SEE HOPE FOR THE SUFFERING: What about those 
martyred for standing?

4 Martyrs:

5 19 WE SEE HARM FOR THE GODLESS: The judgment of God is 
certain.

6 We should never assume that judgment/ correction is a matter to be 
taken lightly by God. (2 Peter). God's authority extends beyond mine and 
He will judge unrighteousness and much of Revelation speaks to that 
very point!

7 21 WE SEE HARMONY FOR THE EARTH: The final answer for a 
troubled world:

8 At last the final solution though not at all what Hitler thought it would look 
like.
At last, a right answer for the countless Miss Americas whose desires 
always seem to end in "world peace."

9 You You would do well: 1. Listen to the Shepherd's voice: Rev.
3:20

10 2. Heed the warnings of the persecuted. 

11 3. Pursue a passion for righteousness: Be wary of casual, half-
hearted living

12 4. Welcome the plan of God: Even so come, quickly Lord Jesus!

13 Close In the FANTASTIC VOYAGE, humans found themselves in miniature, 
making their way, to the very center of the human body.

14 Close Revelation takes us in reality, into the very mind if God, where we find, 
love, a purpose, and a future!
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